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About This Game

JQ: chemistry - is a quiz game about chemical elements in which a player must choose the correct answer from 4 options.
-3 levels of difficulty

- 70+ levels
- Pleasant music

- Steam Achievements
Credits: This game was created using Clickteam Fusion 2.5! Music by Erwarda Savitnaag.
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Title: JQ: chemistry
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Snkl Studio
Publisher:
Snkl Studio
Franchise:
JQ
Release Date: 9 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7,8,10

Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU Dual Core

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 25 MB available space

English,Russian
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jq chemistry. jq chemistry steam

Although it's basically a game for achievement hunters I like it as it focuses on chemistry. It is a nice throwback when it comes
to the periodic table we all studied at primary school. With multiple language support and other game modes (such as time trial)
this could be even more interesting. The developer has some more similar games - since I have pets I checked the one focusing
on dogs and cats.. If you wanna familiarize some of the elements, then sure. Go ahead.
Or y'know... Look at the achievements and see the answers. ��. Textbook example of wasted potential. I got intrested in
chemistry during brief period I thought i was good enough to get to med school. Therefore I was pleasently suprised by finding
chemistry-themed game in my liblary (must have picked it in some bundle long time ago and forgot about it). And it's... ok.
Game provides player with name of chemical element, and 4 chemical symbols, with player having to select correct one. Game
offers 3 difficulty levels - Easy, Medium and Hard, which are just a set of... maybe 20? of such questions. Each correct answer
dumps a couple of achievements at you. Player can make 2 mistakes, with 3rd one making it necessary to start over again.
What I didn't like in the game? Questions in each difficulty levels were in set order - so after few mistakes, you start to
complete the questions from your memory. Only basic elements are included, and their assignment to the difficulty levels is
questionable (eg. question about Californium, with given answers C, Kr, Cl or K in Medium. Seems too easy).
But facts are such, that the game is easy (whether thats good or bad, i leave it you to decide), rewards player with huge amount
of achievements (again, decide yourself it its good or bad), and it's cheap. There is no solid reason not to reccomend this game,
it's just my little inner scientist crying in disappointment.. Pretty easy and straight-forward.
It's a game that helps you memorize the Periodic Table of Elements (mainly what you learned back in grade school), with the
addition of some newer elements that have been found and classified more recently (last couple of years or whatever).

My only complaint is to maybe have the answers shuffled around every time the player fails, that way they don't just memorize
the positioning or whatever (like I did).

It cheep too.
Lots of achievements, so yes--

We Do Have Lämps Bröther. Ugh. This is just an excuse for cheevos. Don't expect to really learn anything here. Yeah, you get
multiple choice questions. The questions are always in the same order. There's no real attempt to educate. It's janky and cheap,
like the rest of the JQ Just Questions games. At least they're honest about it.
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Best game for learning or dicking around with achievement showcase.. It is a cheap educational game about chemistry that has a
lot of achievements. You get three different levels which are "easy", "medium" and "hard" and you have three lives for each
level. To get all of the game achievements you simply complete all three levels. For each of the questions you choose from four
possible answers.

Some elements are a bit obscure and the answer is not that obvious either so it is not all that easy to complete and it could have
been a good game and a lot more challenging if it had the option to randomize the questions. It took me a couple of failed games
to realize that the questions were always on the same order and a couple of seconds to search for all of the correct answers, get
all of the achievements and be on my merry way so I believe this design might have been intentional so they can sell copies of
the game to people who care less about chemistry and more about games with easy to get achievements but I wish there was also
a mode where you have every element in a completely random order.

I had no problem running or playing this game. I works as it should, which it not always the case with cheap games like this. My
one problem with the game is that it could have been far better with a few extra features or even languages but overall it is ok.
The game description explains everything you need to know about this. It is a quiz and that's all there is to it. It is ok for what it
is and it could be quite useful if you want to test your knowledge on chemical elements but it is also very unimpressive and with
little content. I recommend it for being exactly what you expect it to be, which is a bland quiz. Take it or leave it.. nice game ..
cool stuff, if you are too lazy to help your kid with chemistry. pretty good game
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